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bstracf. A family S of infinite subsets of o is called dmalst diqkht if for every distinct 
F, G f 9 the set F n G is finite, and a family 3 = { 7” } fl E a) of such infinite subsets is called 
a tower if 6 < y < a implies that 7’,,\ T& is finite but Ta \7& is infinite. A towel 9 is called 
complete if there exists no imnite set U C w such that for every 7% 3 the set O\ T’is fini&, 
In ?his paper we prove that each of the following statements i consister& with *the axio~~~s of 
Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory including the Axiom of Choice itnd the negation of the Continuum 
Hypothesis: (I), Every maximal almost-disjoint famirly and every complete tow(i:r has cardinality 
2Ho. (2). For every cardinal h such that Ho < h 5 2”o there exists a maximal irimost-disjoint 
family of cardinal&y h, and for every ordinal a such that o < cf 4~ 5 LY ( 2#0 there exists a 
complete tower 3 = ( Tp I 6 < a}. These results are then applied to @_N\N using the *gel! known 
correspondence between sub-sets of w moduL t’mlte sa.bsets and clopen subset!; of flN \ S. Thus 
almost-disjoint families correspond to disjoi- 5 clopen Gmilies, and towers to nested clopen 
families. 
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maximal almost-disjoint family independent of ZF 
BN\N Martin’s axiom 
Cohen construction -- 
It is clear that if we decompose ti (or any other denumcixably in- 
finite set) into a family of disjoint sets, 1: .mily will be ;~t most 
countable. Similarly, if we let 9’ = be a decrea:;ing seq,ucnce 
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tions concerning the catiinality oaC maximal ‘such families, and we shall 
show that some of the answers are independent of the axioms of set 
theory. We shall then apply these results to the topological space 
PN\Ne :: 
For any two sets A and B we shall say that A is almbst contained in 
B (which we denote by A .C_* B) if!2 \ B is finite; A and B are almost 
equal (A =* B) iff A E* B and B E* A, A is almost properly contained 
in B (A C* B) iff A C_* B but A +* YR, and A ant,. B are almost disjoint 
iff A n B =* fl We shall define a family F7 of subsets of o to be an 
almost-disjoint family iffit is infinite, each member of it is infinite, and 
‘any two distinct members of it are almost disjoint. A sequence 
7 = { 7”’ E w i/3 E a) will be called an at-tower (or sometimes, imply, a 
tower) iff for each y E 6 Err we have 0 C* T6 C* Ty. 
A tower 9 will be said to be complete iff for each infinite S -cf, o
there exists a set T E 7 such that S @* T. Actually this is a form of 
end maximaky belcause it deals only with maximality with respect o 
extending the length of 9. However, in this paper we shall deal only 
with this restricter.0 concept. In the case of almost-disjoint families, the 
situation is much simpler; such a family will be called maximal iff it is 
not properly contained in any other almost-disjoint family. 
It was known even to Cantor that no countable almost-disjoint 
family can be maximal9 and SL simple diagonalization argument shows 
that no soualk-able tower can be (zo.mpSete. I  has also long been known 
that there &ways exists an almost-(disjoint family o; cardinality lHo 
(see [3,5] for examples), anal it follows from a result of Kunen [4] that 
there can exist 8 complete a-tower for any fixed at of cofinality greater 
than 6’. Finally, in [3,5] it is shown that Martin’s Axiom [5] implies that 
ed try lnaximaJ almost-disjoint family has cardinality ZZHo, and in this 
proper UPC :rhaU prove a similar result for towers, obtaining as a corollary 
a new proo%’ that this axiom implies the regularity of 2H0. Our major 
result, howevle.r, will be that it s consistent with the negation of the 
mpletr: cu-towers for 
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then the family Cu = (7 ~~~1 n E o) would be a complete u-tower and, 
as we have already remarked, this is impossible, 
In a private communication W.W. Comfort pointed out to the author 
that these notions can be applied to &V\ N, where N may be thought of 
as the set ‘U under the discrete topology, and @V is the Stone-tech 
compactification of I-J. In this case it is well known [ 2, ch. 61 that 
ON\ N can be represented as the set of all non-principal ultrafilters over 
o. Furthermore, if for each A c o we define A to be *the set 
{ 3( f PN\NI A ECU ), then the family 0 = (A I A E a) is known to 
form a clopen basis for the space, and irk fact, every clopen subset of 
/3N\ N is known to be a member of U . We see immed ately that if A and 
Bareanytwosubsetsofti,thenA=*Bc+A=B,AE”B*~lGB, 
Ac*B-ACB,andAnB=* @ +--, A n B = (8. Thus if 9 is a (miaxi- 
mal) almost-disjoint family of subsets of O, then 9= f A I .A E F) is a 
(maximal) disjoint family of clopen subsets of PMN conversely. 
Similarly, 9= I To I fl E a} is an a-tower if and only if IT&3Eff) isa 
strictly decreasing (7 E 6 E ar -+ TV 3 T,s ) sequence of dist:i&t, non- 
empty clopen subsets of $N\N. We shall refer to such a sequence in 
ON\ N as an a-nested sequence (or simply a nested s 
cific ordinal is not important). We note that a neste 
generates acomplete tower if and only i.f fITis no ere dense: in this 
case we shall refer to 7 also as being complete. (We !;hould note that the 
converses to some of these statements are not quite precis: because any 
given clopen subset of /3N\N corresponds to infinitely many different 
subsets of w. Since, however, they are all equivalent under =*, this is of 
no importance and will henceforth be ignored.) 
in what follows we shall state our theorems and carry out our proofs 
within a combinatorial framework and shall refer to and use somewhal. 
specialis zd set theoretic concepts such as xiorn and Cohen 
forcing whenever necessa hen, in corollaries, we shall interpret thqse 
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&maiQ n. ‘UIUS if a = (~0, l *my an-1 ) and j < n, then we will frequently 
use a(j) to denote QjX- This will be particularly useful when aj is itself an 
&tu_ple. In this case and, i’n fact, if a is any functisn, we+shall use 
, 
a(j)(i) to denote (a(j))(i)* da . . 
2. Applications of Martin’s Axiom 
Because no complete tower or maximal almost-disjoint family can be 
denumerable, it follows immediately from the Continuum Hypothesis 
that every such tower or family has cardinzlity ZHo. In this section we 
shall show that the converse of this is false. Our main tool will be an 
axiom, due to Martin [ 5 1, which is known to follow from the Contin- 
uum Hypothesis, but which is also known to be consistent with tl-e 
negation of it [ 61. 
As the statement of Martin’s Axiom is rather imrolved, we shall not 
repeat it here, but sholl simply refer the reader to [,5] and shall adopt 
the terminology used there. Although the techniqu&s used in the proof 
of the following lemma are simi’i;ir to and provide a useful introduction 
to those used in the proof of Theorem 3.2, the reader who is unfamiliar 
with this axiom may skip the proof since it will not be explicitly 
referred to in the remainder of the paper. 
2.1. Lemma. If Martin’s Axiom holds, then every complete tower has 
cardinality 2”. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then there must exist a complete a-tower 
P {Tpl p E(Y) where a is some limit ordinal less than 2”O. Let 
F = U (“2 I n E w}, jet G be the set of all finite subsets of o X a and let 
H = F X G. We define a member Cf, a) of H to be internally consistent 
iff for each (n, p> E a and each wo E (dm (.f) \ n) we have m $ Ts -+ f( 
= 0. Let 1 be the set of all internally consistent members of H. Intuitively 
we think OS a consistent ir as; a condition with f as a partial charac- 
teristic function for the we are trying to construct and 
requirements hat this set be contained in Ta except possibly for values 
less than ti. We define a partial order I on tural way by setting 
Cf, a)< (g, b> iff f E g and a E b, and we note that if <fl a) a&< ji b) 
both belong to I, then so does Cf, a L ends them both. 
( ain condition. For each ~1 
Pn = {Cf, a) Wof(m)= l}h s at least n elements} and for each 
/3 e a we let Qs = {<f# a) E It 
y e:bch P, and QP is dense open and there are fewer than 2Ho of 
thert: is a generic filter I. b 5 f now the set 
S={nl3f3a(f,a)E Jhf(tt)= 1 t contained in evey member 
f 9. 
xiom holds, then: 
there exists a complete at-tclwer, then cfar = 2% 
T each ordinal a such that dda 5 2”O (and cfac = 2*O) there 
exists a (complete) a-tower. 
Roof. We first note that if 7 = ( ifi E a} is any complete a-tower,er, 
7 is anv ordinal cofinal with CL, a f is any order preserving function 
from i into at whose range is cofinai in it, then % = { Tf(pji p E 7) is a 
complete r-tower. Thus if there WU~ to exist a complete a-tower for 
some ar of cofinality h E 2H O, there would also have to exist a complete 
h-tower of cardinality cdX < 2’O hich contradicts Lemma 2.1. On the 
other hand, it follows easily from tble Axiom of Choice that there exists 
a complete a-tower for Sopne ordinal ar. But, by the above, a must have 
cofinality 2H0, so there must exist a maximal 2Ho-tower. Thus part (2) 
holds for all OS E 2” O. We can novv extend this by induction. S 
part (2) holds for all ordinals less than some ordinal Q > 2’O. 
successor ordin 1, the theorem follows trivially, so assume not. Then 
cfQv 5 2Ho < Q. Let fbe an order-preserving function from cfar into Q 
with range cofinal in a, and let g be the function from cfar into ar defmed 
by setting g(p) equal to the unique ordinal order-isomorphic to 
(rl y <, f@) A 6 E fl--) f(S) E y). Because g is into cy, it follows from 
our induction hypothesis that tg>r each p E cfa there must exist a g(p)- 
tower Tfl = {T,P 17 E g(p)}. Since cfar E Q, 3ur induction hypo’;hesis 
also assures us of the existence of a cfcw-to\;Ver 7 = (i$ I #3 E cf 
if cfcr = 2H0, j;s complete. each p E cfa! let 
\ TO+, . Finally let = &+I U fp 
t cow follows easily that 9” is the desire 
hus if we assume the corpsist 6.-I--- 
a es i0 xi0 
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3. G~)~~~~i~~. It is consistent with t ontin 
othesis that : 
). Every maxima9 family of disjoint c 
cardinality 2’*. 
(2). Ifar is any ordinal of cardinalitv no great3 3 t9lan PO, then: 
(a) there exists an (r-nested seqt-lence, 
(b) there exists 2 complete ai-neste sequehcck i?f a has csfinality 
. Part (1) is a restatement of the result z znkned earlier th 
2N* . 
artin’s Axiom implies that every maximal almost-disjoint family has 
cardinality 2H0 ; part (2) is just a restatement t-if Theorem 2.2. 
e als(D have an in&resting side result (first proven in [ 5 ] : 
orollary. Martin’s Axiom implies the regl9arity of 2No. 
roof. It foklows from the axiom of c oice that there exists a maxirr . 
a-tower for some ordina9 ar. But by T9leorem 2.2( 1) we have cf at = ZNo, 
which implies that 2”* is regular. 
Theorem 2.2 tehs us that it is consisten with the negation of the 
continuum hypothesis that all maximal families a.~9 complete towers 
be large. In this section we shall prove that it is eyua 
there exist small such famiRies and towers and, even snore, that there 
exist such families and towers of all sizes ot already excluded 
ardinality A, and 
r each cxdinal K in 
en we shall call 92 a ncrtwm% 
1 of ZF + AC. then 
< cfa <, a 5 2No there exists 
e adopt the standard 
to encode tH%c; 
be the set of limit ordinals satisl”ying 
:or each t E {O, 
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eitheri=Oandg@z)= l,ori= II an 
will guarantee t rlt if i = 0, then ALO 
are now read.y to forma 
i,a,J3>1 iE (0, 1) I\ /3E 
domain is finite and for each a in that domain: 
( 1) PWC 1) e l&p 
(2) if for some n E dmp(a)(O) there exists a pair (n, jU E ~(a)( 1), 
tlh.em the ordered triple b = (a(O), a( I), @> E dmp, dmp(a)(O C dmp(b)(O), 
and for each m E (dmp(b) (0) \ ~1) we have O(Q) # p(b) 10) (m) implies 
that p(.l)(O)(m) + 1. 
%JWI any two conditions p and q we say p <(I (p is exte 
iff for each a E drnp we have a E dmq, p(a)(O) C q(a) (O), and 
p(a)( I) e q(a)( 1 :I. As usual we say two conditions p an q are ineom- 
if% there does not exist a condition t* such that p < P” and 
define forcing in the usual manner 1 ] atiding only the cla 
&,j,kz) iffp((i,cuJU)(O)(n) = 1. allowing Solovay , we 
a set P of conditions to be dense iff for e h condition q there exists a 
cqrldition p E P such that q < p, and we define a sequence {pi I i 
te if it has a non-e ty intersection with every de 
s. Finally, we define to be the extension genera 
complete sequence of conditions. 
It is weP1 knowrl that co 
conditions is corn able. 
c -- 
I,48 
be any such c 
may iEWlme fur 
m > max (n, dmr(O,a,p)( 
slD=rIDandkreachy 
s0me A 2 m and some co 
,U 1 _D = s 1 L?. FirrAly u can be extended to a condition u such that 
u 1 D = v 1 .D anc!l for each 7 E R we have k E dm(u(O,a,y)(O)j. 
we cheese any Sun&ion f froln k+f into 2 such that r(O,([y, 
a~-~d f(k) = 1, t en the function q defined by 
cp; r(u)( 1)) if a = (O,c@, 
q(a) = 
v (,rr ) if aEdmu\(C 
extends r and belongs to P,. 
Again assun@- the consisteE “jr of raenkef set theory an 
noting i[ 1, pp 147,148] that model-th 
extl:ended to direct consistency results we have: 
Souslh’s ywblem, Ann. 
